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Abstract
Modeling is an essential and challenging activity in any engineering environment. It implies some hard-to-train skills such
as abstraction and communication. Teachers, project leaders, and tool vendors have a hard time teaching or training their
students, co-workers, or users. Gamification refers to the exploitation of gaming mechanisms for serious purposes, like pro-
moting behavioral changes, soliciting participation and engagement in activities, etc.We investigate the introduction of gaming
mechanisms in modeling tasks with the primary goal of supporting learning/training. The result has been the realization of
a gamified modeling environment named PapyGame. In this article, we present the approach adopted for PapyGame imple-
mentation, the details on the gamification elements involved, and the derived conceptual architecture required for applying
gamification in any modeling environment. Moreover, to demonstrate the benefits of using PapyGame for learning/training
modeling, a set of user experience evaluations have been conducted. Correspondingly, we report the obtained results together
with a set of future challenges we consider as critical to make gamifiedmodeling amore effective education/training approach.
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1 Introduction

The digital transition holds the promise of solutions to meet
our societal, economic, and environmental challenges. But it
comes with its own challenges, in particular the mastery of
the complexity of systems, resulting from numerous inter-
actions and requiring multidisciplinary approaches. In that
context, there is no doubt that collective intelligence (CI) is
an essential key, if not the key, to our society. Under the effect
of collective intelligence, groups can master the complexity
of the systems they have to invent to face tomorrow’s societal
challenges. As featured in [1] CI requires facilities for knowl-
edge sharing, problem-solving, and decision-making among
individual users and groups, through tools fostering indeed
interactions and collaborations. Model-driven engineering
offers technologies that provide such facilities and should be
considered a real asset to fully and efficiently exploit the high
potentialities of CI. An important requirement at the heart
of CI is the ability to communicate and share knowledge.
Models and their various representations—which are the cor-
nerstone of MDE—are powerful means of addressing this.
Therefore, encouraging CI to solve complex problems raises
challenges, and difficulties, and needs to develop modeling
skills in future engineering professionals. But thewidespread
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adoption of MDE technologies (e.g., modeling tools, code
generators, or even formal analyzers) remains limited due to
their use complexity [2,3]. Gamification [4] is an exciting
and promising way to remove these barriers and encourage
all stakeholders’ commitment to a project team.

Within this paper, we present our initiative that started
two years ago and is known as PapyGame.1 We have experi-
mented with the gamification of software modeling tools in a
real and robust modeling environment (Papyrus2) to reduce
its use complexity. Our contribution is triple. First, we pro-
pose the complete and usable implementation of a gamified
modeling environment. Second, we have asked students to
use it and get their feedback to have the first evaluation of
the user, learner, and gamer experiences of such an approach.
Third, to design our solution, we have defined a conceptual
architecture that can be used to gamify other modeling envi-
ronments.

The paper presents our approach and these three contri-
butions as follows. Section2 presents a state of art on gam-
ification in software engineering and modeling. In Sect. 3,
we explain the dimensions of gamification we cover and the
related mechanisms we have chosen. Section4 describes the
conceptual architecture we have defined and details one per
one each of its parts. Section5 reports on how each technical
component of PapyGame has been implemented with regard
to the previously defined conceptual architecture. Section6
explains the evaluation of PapyGame with students from a
user experience point of view. Section7 discusses the lessons
learned from our PapyGame experience. Section8 concludes
the paper and draws some perspectives.

2 Related works

In general, a clear distinction exists between gamification and
serious games: The former refers to the use of gaming mech-
anisms in non-gaming contexts (e.g., challenges, points, etc.)
[4]; the latter instead regards the use of games and/or anima-
tions tailored to specific goals [5]. In this respect, the efforts
described in this article are devoted to the gamification of
software modeling, a specific activity of software engineer-
ing.

2.1 Gamification in software engineering

Education and training suffer from a quick loss of stu-
dents’ engagement, and this problem is even exacerbated
in distance education. Several countermeasures have been
tried, like mixing learning styles, partitioning courses in
micro-modules, etc. Their common goal is to implicitly

1 https://www.papygame.com.
2 https://www.eclipse.org/papyrus/.

keep students motivated through small amounts of effort
and rapid/visible progression in their study. On the same
line, gamification uses gaming mechanisms for enhancing
students’ engagement [6–8]. Since software engineering edu-
cation is no exception, it is not surprising that gamified
approaches exist for learning software engineering [9] and
modeling [10].

There is a wide interest in adopting gamification solu-
tions for supporting engagement in software modeling and
production with learning purposes, e.g., students to actively
participate in courses [11,12], employees to deal with tedious
tasks [7,13–16], or programmers to learn specific languages
[17–20]. This interest is also testified by the availability of
hundreds of gamification development platforms that offer
prepackaged templates to build-upgameful applications [21].

As a result, several gamification approaches have been
proposed. Examples are the works of Cosentino et al. in [8],
Calderón et al. in [22], and also [23–25]. Their common goal
is raising the level of abstraction of gamificationmechanisms
and proposing a well-defined set of languages for designing
a game, its main components, and the behavioral details.

2.2 Gamification in softwaremodeling

In this paper, we are especially interested in the works at
the intersection of gamification and software modeling. In
[9], the authors have analyzedwhat particular software engi-
neering processes have been the object of gamification. They
found out that while part of software requirements, develop-
ment, and testing attracted most of the interest in the field of
gamification, some crucial areas such as Software Modeling
andVerification have been left out. Amore recent survey [26]
discusses several game-based and game development-based
learning approaches devoted to software design. However,
it confirms the scarce experimentation of gamification tech-
niques for software design. In [27], the authors have explored
the potential of gamification in the context of software engi-
neering education. Through a questionnaire-based approach,
they report the adoption of some game elements (i.e., badges
and leaderboards) in an introductory software engineering
course to evaluate the students’ perception of the impact
of these elements on their motivation toward the course.
Recently, virtual reality (VR) approaches have also been
proposed asmore immersive environments to editUMLmod-
els [28,29]. Since these environment propose a radically new
way of tackling modeling, they are typically able to capture
the attention of students, making them suitable to implement
gamified modeling frameworks for education [30].

All the research introduced until now reinforces the idea
that there is a strong interest in the use of gamification in
modeling and some first promising results, but they also
show that previous attempts are mainly the work of mod-
elers trying to manually create some ad hoc gamification
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environment for their specific experimental scenarios. A real
attempt to integrate full gamification in modeling tools still
needs to be included. A few exceptions are [8,17–20], which
can be seen as some first attempts at tackling the prob-
lem of gamifying modeling and in particular, addressing
modeling education/learning. These authors propose partial
technical solutions addressing specific learning objectives
(data/process modeling, etc.).

In this respect, our vision abstracts those attempts by
proposing a general approach for integrating modeling tools
with a fully fledged gamification environment to facilitate the
specification and deployment of all modeling games. More-
over, the game definition mechanisms distinguish various
learning dimensions, notably learning abstraction, a mod-
eling language, or a modeling tool. In turn, these target
gamification scenarios raise relevant challenges pertaining
to research and technical aspects of modeling.

3 Our gamification approach for PapyGame

We have implemented a gamified version of a software mod-
eling environment in order to experience and experiment such
a gamification. In this section, we present the approach we
have adopted for this development. The first subsection dis-
cusses the targeted population and learning objectives. Then,
we present the interaction scheme we have defined between
the gamified software and the learner. Finally, the last subsec-
tion provides details on the gamification elements involved
in this scheme.

3.1 Gamification dimensions in modeling

We investigate the introduction of gaming mechanisms in
modeling tasks with the primary goal of supporting learn-
ing/training.

We distinguish three main learning objectives related to
modeling: (1) learning of modeling principles, (2) learning
of a modeling language, and (3) learning of a modeling tool.
Despite being tightly interconnected, the mentioned learning
goals are different as they entail different gaming mecha-
nisms, and hence a different kind of support. In fact, in the
first dimension the main intent of gaming mechanisms is
to stimulate engagement and interest in learning, conveying
both fundamental theory and best practices, e.g., on how to
approach abstraction. In the second kind of learning objec-
tive, the typical learner can be considered a domain expert
that needs to understand how domain concepts should be
appropriately represented in the languageunder learning.The
third dimension targets tool users: Gamification in this case
could be used to gradually disclose features to a new user, to
show the way of working for an experienced user of another

tool, to demonstrate the meaning of new features, and so
forth.

Orthogonal to learning objectives, we also consider the
required/target level of proficiency, and we distinguish basic,
intermediate, and advanced level of proficiency. In partic-
ular, a basic level entails the ability to complete tasks by
matching the required representation needs, an intermediate
level would also require the effective use of appropriate lan-
guage/tool features, and an advanced level would demand
the satisfaction of specific quality attributes for the pro-
duced models. It is worth noting that this distinction is
critical in designing useful gamified applications: Propos-
ing a basic-level task to advanced users could make them
lose the interest in learning; and in the same way that giving
too advanced modeling exercises to basic users could. More-
over, it is important to notice that the levels of proficiency
require different gamification mechanisms, which in turn are
based on different kinds of checks over the ways tasks are
completed and the models produced. In this respect, espe-
cially when dealing with quality-related checks, designing
adequate gamification mechanisms entails the development
of ad hoc components for the evaluation.

We aimat proposing a solution that is expressive enough to
support all the potential dimensions involved in the learning
and their corresponding gamification. One way to support
this is the use of the gamification design framework (GDF)
[31], a set of DSLs devoted to the specification of gamified
applications.More details about this framework are provided
in Sect. 4.3.3.

3.2 Learner–modeling environment interaction
scheme

The value of gamification elements depends—partially—on
when they are involved in the gamified activity [6,32,33].
Before explaining the choice of gamification elements and
describing their role in the next subsection, we present the
general interaction scheme between PapyGame and a learner
and highlight when each element is used.

Figure1 shows the interactions between a learner and the
modeling environment. Figure1 depicts an activity diagram
including the actions of the learner and those of the environ-
ment.

A learner starts with a login page showed by PapyGame
(step 1 in Fig. 1); after entering their credentials, they access a
game board with the current status in the game and the avail-
able tasks/challenges (step 2). After selecting an available
item, the learner is brought to a page illustrating the cor-
responding rules and objectives for the chosen game (step
3), and from there they can launch the game. Here, depend-
ing on the kind of game, the modeling environment could
visualize specific interfaces together with the usual modeling
editor. While playing, the learner performs modeling tasks
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Fig. 1 Interactions between a learner and a possible gamified software
modeling environment

and receives feedback until the game is over either with a win
or with a loss. A win generally includes gaining points and
progressing through the game stages (steps 5 and 6), while a
loss is accompanied with a screen explaining the errors done
during the game, and as expected the learner does not advance
their game status. In both the cases, the learner is eventually
brought back to the dashboard where they can decide about
the new gaming step.

3.3 Selected gamification elements

Even though, as mentioned before, there is no unique solu-
tion for gamifying modeling, we defined our approach
and designed PapyGame by following specific patterns of
gamification, including game elements and mechanisms, as
summarized in Table 1. According to the formal framework
by Deterding et al. [4] and the taxonomy proposed by Toda
et al. [34], we integrated the following elements concerning
the game interface design: Acknowledgement, Level, Point,
Progression for the performance category; these elements

have been chosen because they function as feedback in the
learning domain, providing online information on the out-
come of tasks and giving an overview of the users’ journey
within the tool [35]. Overall, these elements provide impor-
tant feedback that signals a player’s success [36]. Starting
from points, users can level up, getting feedback on progres-
sion and getting acknowledgments. Narrative for Fictional;
it can have different interpretations [37], is mainly described
as the order of events as they happen in the game, through the
user experience [34]. The main efficacy of narrative mechan-
ics is to enhance users’ immersion and enlighten them to
steadily move toward their final goals [38,39]. Objective for
Personal; this element is crucial in the design of gameful
systems in the educational domain; in fact, there are many
reasons that can drive the implementation of gamified ele-
ments. For instance, Tondello and colleagues [40] identify
threemain goals in gameful systems: to accomplish a specific
result (outcome goals), do well by one’s own performance
standards (performance goals), and learning new skills (pro-
cess goals). Hence, the objective element provides the player
with an end, or a purpose to perform the required tasks [34],
providing also control in the design phase of the steps to
arrive at the final goal, thus allowing for customization of
the route according to the final goal. Competition, Reputa-
tion for Social; these elements reflect the social component of
the gameful systems. The competition element is often linked
with increased performances [41,42]. However, the use of the
competitive component should be applied carefully because
its misapplication, especially when paired with the use of
leaderboards, can have a detrimental effect on users’ motiva-
tion [43], while when applied in amoderate way, competition
stimulates learning and provides a playful approach [44]. In
our case,we therefore decided not to use a leaderboard to pro-
vide progression feedback to users, as its combination with
competitive, and even reputation, elements could have neg-
ative effects on motivation. The reputation element is often
related to the competitive environment, and it is composed
of titles that the learner may gain and accumulate within the
environment [34]. In PapyGame, this element creates a hier-
archy in the environment and, at the same time, provides
additional feedback to the users about their performance,
since it is related to their in-game results. Overall, reputa-
tion element is working as an extrinsic motivator [45] and
can help in enhancing users’ motivation toward the activity.

Many other elements would have been interesting, such
as Time Pressure, Cooperation, and Story Telling. But we
preferred to get a reduced set of elements in order to more
easily assess—in future works—the influence of each one.
Moreover, we consider the elements we have selected to be a
minimal but sufficient basis and appear to be the most com-
mon elements of gamification (although we do not have any
studies on this last point).
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Table 1 Gamification mechanisms used in PapyGame

Category Performance Fictional Personal Social

Acknowledgement Narrative Objective Competition

Elements Level Reputation

Point

Progression

By recalling the interactions illustrated in Fig. 1, we
addressed the elements related to the performance cate-
gory by creating points, levels, and a concept of progression
between the levels in the game. Moreover, the game includes
special prizes like gold coins as a form of acknowledgement.
These elements form also the base for the ones related to
other categories, like the objective for the personal category
or competition and reputation for social. Narrative elements
are supported both by means of the progression through
the levels, and also within single games. In particular, we
allow multiple game styles and propose two concrete varia-
tions for PapyGame, namely Hangman and model On Your
Own (OYO). For the former, a fictitious stick man gradually
appears as the modeler makes mistakes during the assigned
task, so that once it is complete the game is over with a loss;
for the latter learners are left alone working on their solu-
tion, which they submit once they consider it as complete. In
this case, depending on the quality of the submitted solution,
learners gain (gold) coins and advance levels when winning.

At this point, it is worth remarking that while the “back-
bone” of PapyGame is fixed, e.g., game board, login, levels,
etc., the gaming interfaces like Hangman or OYO are real-
ized in an extensible way through an abstract container for
games. In this way, it is possible to create and easily plug-in
new games, e.g., for specific levels.

4 Conceptual architecture

The main goal of our work was to study in real conditions
the gamificationof softwaremodeling activity. Themain con-
crete objectivewas then to have a concrete gamifiedmodeling
environment (Papyrus). At the same time, we aimed at facil-
itating the gamification of other modeling environments.

The greater the number of tools integrating our approach,
the easier it will be to learn how to model. We designed
the outlines of PapyGame through a conceptual architecture
whose components support the different aspects of our gam-
ification approach. The resulting abstract architecture can
then serve as a specification for future implementations.

Figure2 illustrates all the components and their related
communications through a UML collaboration diagram. The
components are distributed between the Software Modeling

Environment (SME) and the Gamification Engine (GE). All
the components that interact with the learner are located in
SME: the Game Dashboard and its Login facility, the Game
Master and the Game Area. The Game Master orchestrates
the flow of PapyGame players within the gamified modeling
tool. It is never in direct contact with the players, but triggers
the mechanisms of gamification from their intent to start a
level the end (the success or the failure) of a level. TheGame
Area component launches games and connects them with
theModel Editor of the SME. TheGamification Engine is in
charge of gamification logic as described below and contains
theLearnerProfiles and Seriesmanagers. TheModelQuality
Assessor is the only component which is not in one of the
two main parts of our architecture. The underlying objective
of this position is that it can be easily outsourced.

From an initial definition of a series of games (see Fig. 3)
and theway they interactwith the profile learner, the architec-
ture intends to allow running full-fledged gamified modeling
environment executing the series.

In this section, we start by describing the different stake-
holders and how they participate in gamification. We then
give an overview of the data structures that are used to define
the different artifacts of game, learning, progress, etc.

Section 4.3 is of particular importance, as it contains a
detailed explanation of each component, as well as their
involvement in performing specific activities or supporting
gamification aspects. The scenario underlying in Fig. 2 is
detailed at the end of this section.

4.1 Framework stakeholders and related concerns

As illustrated in Fig. 3, our approach caters to three prin-
cipal stakeholders: the (i) Gamification Expert, who designs
and develops appropriate gamification artifacts (i.e., game
elements, mechanics and dynamics) in line with generic
learning goals; the (ii) Modeling Teaching Expert (e.g.,
Teacher,Methodologist, or ToolVendor) that in collaboration
with the gamification expert defines the game including the
expected pedagogical principles, the global learning goals,
and the suitable progression of learning steps with their
intermediate learning goals; and (iii) Learners (i.e., Student,
Language Expert, or Software Developer) that use the gami-
fied version of the software modeling tool to learn modeling
with a given tool or even enhance their modeling expertise
level while gaming.

Typically, aModeling Teaching Expert specifies the mod-
eling gamedefining the concrete learning objectives that shall
be met at the end of a corresponding process. AGamification
Expert, based on the game specification, proposes a design
including specific game elements to augment the target mod-
eling tool. This phase is expected to be iterative and serves
the definition of the various game levels matching the var-
ious expected progression learning steps, the specification
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Fig. 2 Conceptual architecture

Fig. 3 Series definitions and stakeholders involvement
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of corresponding challenges, and the measures to concretely
evaluate how users are performing with their tasks.

4.2 Data structures

There are two important data structures in our architecture.
The first one refers to the learning paths and the narrative
aspect of gamification with levels, progression, points, etc.
We have defined for this a system based on Series. A series
can be seen as an adventure or a challenge made of several
steps. A step is called here a Level. A level is defined by a
statement indicating a diagram fragment to build. The level
also indicates the game used for this level as well as the
rules to respect (some coming directly from the game), the
conditions of success, and the points accumulated (golden
coins and experience points).

4.3 Architecture components

4.3.1 Software modeling environment

In our approach, games have to be implemented within a
Software Modeling Environment so that the learner can use
its Model Editor to achieve the goal as prescribed by the
game rules. We define a Game Area component where each
game takes place and can interact with the learner. This area
is connected to the Model Editor in order to provide games
with access to it.

For an implementation of our approach in a given mod-
eling tool, there will therefore be an abstract interactive
componentGame that will define four activities in an abstract
way, as shown in Fig. 2. Here are the names of these activities
and what they consist of:

1. Presentation: the game presents the level statement to the
learner as well as the rules to be followed.

2. Game: this is the activity where the learner actually plays
and so defines a particular expected model.

3. Success: the game informs the learner that they have won
and the points they get back.

4. Failure: the game indicates to the learner that they lost
and proposes them either to try again or to go back to the
dashboard.

Even if Game is an abstract component, it can propose a tem-
plate for each page so that—each level respecting a display
style—the learner is always in the same graphic atmosphere.

4.3.2 Game dashboard and login

The Game Dashboard (GD) interactive component is the
learners’ entry point of the proposed Gamified Software
Modeling Environment. After the learner logs to the game

framework via the Login interactive component, the GD
allows them to access to the various available games, and
to check their games status (i.e., history, achievements, and
progresses). It also enables them to personalize their learner
profile with new avatars, expertise levels, etc. All this infor-
mationmay be used by theGameMaster component to adapt
dynamically game scenarios or difficulties to end-user fea-
tures and experiences.

4.3.3 Gamification design framework and gamification
engine

Wepreviouslymentioned game-like elements such as award-
ing points or submitting challenges in order to keep users’
involvement in certain activities. We used the gamification
design framework (GDF) to define these elements. GDF fol-
lows the principles defined by Morschheuser et al.[46] for
the gamification software approaches. GDF thus proposes an
approach able to raise the level of abstraction of gamification
mechanisms and to provide a domain-independent solution
for the design and development of gamified applications.
GDFprovides amodular approach that can be customized for
different gameful systems and reflect a specific gamification
process. It adopts reactive computing models, as advocated
in [47]: The logic of a game is typically expressed as a set
of rules that predicate on learners current state and are fired
in response to the incoming events, i.e., gamifiable actions.
Rules can modify the game state, and also fire additional
events that may trigger chains of further game rules.

Thanks to GDF, we specified the main components that
will be managed by the Gamification Engine (i.e., actions,
points, levels, etc.) and their behavioral details (i.e., game
rules). These rigorous definitions allowed us to properly
implement the PapyGame components. In the GDF con-
text, the preferred hypothesis for this implementation was
to feed a gamification engine with the specifications. We
used the Gamification Engine (GE) associated with GDF
and deployed our specifications on it to run the game. But,
any gamification engine would have been suitable. There are
just some features the engine has to provide. First, it shall
be in charge of launching games and executing their logic,
advancing the Game Status for all learners in all executing
games, and persisting each game state. Next, it shall store the
description of series and their levels, for example in a dedi-
cated Series Manager component. Finally, it shall be also in
charge of providing software access to the Learners Game
Status and, in general, to any information of the game state
of all learners. This access can be used for example by the
Dashboard.
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4.3.4 Gamemaster

As it is typical for role-playing games, the gamified system
proposed in this vision owns a specific component dedicated
to monitor the game execution called the Game Master.
This latter receives notifications and/or propositions from
games inside the Software Modeling Tool and requests the
Model Quality Assessor component to evaluate user solu-
tions while enabling GE to track user’s game actions and
status. Consequently, depending on the game strategy, the
learner experience, and possibly some other external factors,
the GameMaster can decide to adapt the game scenario (e.g.,
to speed-up or slow down the game dynamics) or even decide
to assist the gamer in order to help her/him to achieve game
goals.

4.3.5 Model quality assessor

The Model Quality Assessor component supplies two ser-
vices. Firstly, it is used to assess if the learner has met the
goal of the game. This is achieved by comparing the final
model artifact with a reference result, and if they match, then
the game is won; otherwise, it is lost. In some specific cases
(game), the comparison might be not binary (i.e., won or
lost). In fact, sometimes it is possible that one given model-
ing problemmay be solved by different, equally good, model
solutions. In other cases, some solutions are better than oth-
ers. As a consequence, the Model Quality Assessor shall be
able to measure the quality of a solution such that depend-
ing on the quality level, the learner will gain more or fewer
points.

The second service provided by this component is related
to game progression: The Game Master may need to know
what is the current status of the game (in our case, the status
of model artifacts) in order to monitor the learner progress
and decide whether, for example, to help the learner or if to
modify the game to match better a learner profile.

4.4 Simple scenario

As mentioned above, Fig. 2 illustrates how all components
collaborate in a typical running example.

Here is a simple example of the path of a player within
the application:

1. The player enters their credentials via the Login compo-
nent displayed in the modeling tool.

2. TheLogin component sends a request to theGamification
Engine (GE) for validation.

3. For this scenario, we assume that the credentials exist
and are correct. The GE performs the validity check and
responds to the request from the Login component with
the player’s nickname, points and progress in the different
levels.

4. The Login transmits this data to the Dashboard to be
displayed with the player’s profile.

5. At startup, the Dashboard retrieves the available series
to play from the Series Manager.

6. The available series are displayed in theDashboard. The
system is now idle until the player performs an action.

7. The player clicks on an available level of a displayed
series.

8. The Dashboard notifies the Game Master that a game
should be launched with parameters such as the type of
the game or the level to play.

9. The Game Master initializes the game preview and dis-
plays it in theGame Area. This preview explains the rules
of the game, but also specific information for the level to
be played.

10. When the player is ready to start, they click on a button,
which is handled by the game view in the Game Area.

11. The information is transmitted to the Game Master.
12. The Game Master initializes the in-game mechanisms

and views and display in the Game Area.
13. The player now models to reach the goal of the level.
14. The proposal mechanism depends on the game. For

instance, with On Your Own game, the player estimates
that the model is ready to be evaluated and clicks on a
button to send the model for evaluation.

15. The Game Master is notified. It is responsible for pars-
ing the model to a JSON format, and to send it to the
Model Quality Assessor. This component uses different
assessment mechanisms (based on the type of the game)
to estimate the validity of the proposal.

16. We assume that the player’s proposal is correct. To com-
pute the rewards, the Model Quality Assessor retrieves
reward rules from theGamificationEngine and calculates
the amount of gold coins and experience to be granted to
the player.

17. The profile of the player is updated with the new rewards.
18. TheModel Quality Assessor responds to the Game Mas-

ter with the success/failure information and the potential
rewards.

19. Accordingly, the Game Master shows the game success
or game over view in the Game Area.

19. The player decides to retry if they failed or decide to
resume to the Dashboard.
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5 PapyGame

PapyGame is a plugin3 for the modeling tool Papyrus devel-
oped by the CEA.4 The objective of this plugin is to gamify
the learning of modeling by integrating a game view within
the editor. Thus, students can learn to model by playing
within a formal UML modeling tool, used by many com-
panies. In this section, we describe the technical architecture
of PapyGame which is based on the conceptual architecture
presented in Sect. 4. We present how each component of the
conceptual architecture has been technically implemented
and provide screenshots of the different views of PapyGame.
Figure4 shows the general architecture of PapyGame.

5.1 Server side: the gamification engine

The Gamification Engine (described in Sect. 4.3.3) is imple-
mented as a standalone application deployed on a remote
server. It allows to implement each key concept of the GDF
[31] through user interfaces accessible from a web browser.
For PapyGame, the Gamification Engine plays three main
roles: Learner Profile Manager, Series Manager, andModel
Quality Assessor. The server on which the Gamification
Engine is launched also provides the clientwith useful remote
resources (JSON files, images, JavaScript scripts).

5.1.1 Player profile manager

In order to implement gamification mechanisms related to
progression, experience, rewards, and more generally to a
player’s profile, the Gamification Engine provides a set of
administration interfaces and endpoint APIs to manage the
player database. The Gamification Engine natively manages
the notion of player profile by integrating the nickname, the
current level of the player, and the storage of the current
level of the rewards obtained by the player. However, there
is no system for keeping track of the player’s game history,
nor the history of experience and award acquisition. To keep
track of these histories, we use a customData field included
in each player profile, in which we store the history of wins
and awards in JSON format. User profiles can be created,
read, updated, or deleted from REST API endpoints exposed
automatically by the Gamification Engine. These endpoints
are called by (i) the PapyGame client when logging in or
displaying the dashboard or (ii) the Model Quality Asses-
sor component of the Gamification Engine when receiving a
completed game request from the client.

3 https://ci.eclipse.org/papyrus/view/PapyGame/.
4 https://www.eclipse.org/papyrus/.

5.1.2 Series definition and series manager

In the current implementation of PapyGame, the definition
of a Series is done in two distinct steps. First, the Modeling
Teaching expert has to design the different levels that will
compose the game series by writing their instructions, by
choosing the associated games, by defining an identifier for
them, and eventually by associating a UML starting model
if a comparison or an automatic generation of the exercise is
planned. The series and the levels that compose it are com-
pletely defined in JSON as presented in Fig. 5. The resulting
JSON file is then made available on the resource server, but
is not part of the Gamification Engine. Each level connects
to the Gamification Engine rules thanks to a specific id (1)
held by the series, references a game (2), a source diagram
(3) from a source model (4), and features textual instructions
(5).

In a second step, the Gamification Expert has to define the
conditions of success or failure, as well as the mechanism
of reward or experience attribution. These rules are defined
in the Open Source DROOLS rule engine [47] in the Gam-
ification Engine, which provides the action mechanism. For
PapyGame, we use one action per series and detail the rules
for each level through conditional branches. The rules for
computing experience and gold coins (the two reward con-
cepts used in PapyGame) are functions of (i) the time taken to
complete the level, (ii) the number of errors, (iii) the number
of attempts if applicable. Each action created can be called
through an endpoint API in GET or POST, which is called
by the Model Quality Assessor component.

5.1.3 Model quality assessor

The Model Quality Assessor bridges the client requests
issued by the PapyGame plugin containing the player dia-
gram data and the rules of each level defined in the Gam-
ification Engine. For PapyGame, it is the internal action
mechanism of the Gamification Engine that plays the role
of Model Quality Assessor by executing the rules when a
request is received. This module accepts POST requests con-
taining the player’s ID, the time taken to complete the level,
the content of the diagram parsed in JSON, and possibly
the number of errors or unsuccessful attempts. The number
of errors can be calculated directly from the client or in the
ModelQualityAssessor depending on the type of game being
run. When executing the rules, the Model Quality Assessor
evaluates whether the attempt is a failure or a success and, if
so, updates the player profile (progress and history) thanks
to the end point exposed by the Player Profile Manager.

In our approach, we used two main methods for assessing
the validity of the submission of a player. The first one is
the direct comparison of tagged elements: the Gamification
Expert first creates a diagramwith elements that are expected
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Fig. 4 PapyGame technical architecture

Fig. 5 JSON description of a
series

in the submission of players. By using tags in the names of
elements, the Gamification Expert is able to specify what
should be checked for exact matching during the evaluation
of a submission. For instance, naming a class attribute [tv]
age automatically triggers the check for exact matching of
the type and visibility of the attribute age between the source
diagram from the Gamification Expert and the submission of
the player. This matching is made locally in the embedded
code of the modeling tool.

The second evaluation method relies on the extraction
of features from the diagram. The Gamification Expert
specifies, for instance, the minimum (or exact) number of

attributes, or the name of minimum attributes of a submis-
sion in order to pass the level. Such numbers or lists—that
we call features—are then checked on the server side. Dur-
ing this process, the code embedded in the modeling tool is
responsible for parsing the diagram in the editor to JSON,
and to compute the value of specific hard-coded features. In
the current version of the gamified environment, the rules
can then only use a limited set of features. Figure6 shows
an example of DROOLS rules checking the value of features
about the number of classes in the diagram. The player’s
submission is expected to have at least 5 classes declared.
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Fig. 6 A DROOLS rule of
PapyGame in the gamification
engine

5.2 Client side: bringing games into Papyrus

In this section, we describe the architecture we designed in
Papyrus to create amodular game execution environment.We
present the role of each component of the client, including
thePlugin, theGameMaster, theGameObject, and how they
interact with each other.

5.2.1 The PapyGame plugin

Papyrus relies on the Eclipse environment due to its distri-
bution as an Eclipse plugin. Thus, it enables developers to
augment it with new modules, by retrieving the proper ser-
vices and listening to dispatched callbacks. The PapyGame
client follows this logic and is distributed as anEclipse plugin
written in Java, that is available for download and install in
its own update site.5 From a client architecture perspective,
the plugin is responsible for providing the technical bricks
which tie logical components together. This includes creating
the Game Area inside Papyrus, and initializing the Api Ser-
vice. The Game Area is a view container which allows other
components to display their own views. In Eclipse, we chose
to use a Browser component for the Game Area, so we could
use web technologies such as HTML, CSS, and JavaScript to
create responsive and user-friendly UI. The Api Service is in
charge of handling network requests to the server. It relies on
the use of Retrofit 2, which remove the writing of boilerplate
networking code, and automatically parses the requests in

5 https://ci.eclipse.org/papyrus/view/PapyGame/.

JSON with the use of Gson.6 Asynchronous communication
with the server is handled with RxJava 2.7

5.2.2 The game object

In PapyGame, aGame is a set of Java classes andHTML/CSS
/JavaScript files which describe the mechanics of the behav-
ior of a game. Each Game contains four views: the Preview
View, the InGame view, the GameSuccess view, and the
GameOver view. Technically, each view is associated with
one Java class and one HTML file. (Styles and scripts can
be added to the HTML file.) The Java classes of the views
contain the internal behavior of the Game, e.g., how to react
to a input user event, and define an entry point to be executed
by the Game Master component. While the Preview, Game-
Success, and GameOver views are mainly static screens to
display information, the InGame view is often dynamic,
reacting to the modeling progress. This InGame view is also
in charge to inform the Game Master when the game should
stop, and the remote server should be queried.

5.2.3 The gamemaster

The Game Master has the role of coordinating the different
components. It receives the updates from the events in the
Model Editor, the click interactions from the Game Area,
and is connected to the Api Service to query the server when
required. The Game Master has handled three main interac-

6 https://github.com/google/gson.
7 https://github.com/ReactiveX/RxJava.
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tion sequences: (i) the login phase, (ii) the dashboard phase,
and (iii) the game phase.

Login phase In order to associate players to their stored
profile, PapyGame asks them to create an account. This is
achieved directly from the login screen (Fig. 7 1©) by choos-
ing a username that is available, and to type a password. If
the username is available and no account exists with this
username, then PapyGame shows a confirm password field.
After typing the password confirmation, the account is cre-
ated and the player is automatically logged in. During this
sequence, the Game Master listens to the button clicks, asks
the Api Service to query the Player Profile Manager, con-
trols the behavior of the Login View in the Game Area
including displaying fields and progress bars, and eventu-
ally switches phase to enter the Dashboard phase. When the
account already exists, players just have to enter their cre-
dentials to access the dashboard.

Dashboard phase When the Game Master initiates the
Dashboard phase, it first asks the Api Service to query the
server to retrieve (i) all series available and (ii) the fully
loaded player profile. Once received, it displays the series,
the progress history, and the player profile information in the
Dashboard View that is loaded in the Game Area, as pre-
sented in Fig. 7 2©. The Game Master stays idle until the
player clicks on one available level. This triggers the launch
of theGamephase,which startswith theGamePreviewView.

Game phaseTheGame phase starts when the player clicks
on an available level from the Dashboard View. The Game
Master is then responsible for switching the view in theGame
Area to the Game Preview View of the game associated with
the selected level (Fig. 7 3©). Then, the Game autonomously
listens to all user input events on its views. When players are
ready to start, they click the button on the Preview view, and
theGame asks theGameMaster to switch view to the InGame
view (Fig. 7 4©), which, in turn, behaves autonomously.
The Game Master is idle until the Game requests the end of
the in-game phase. Then Game Master then collects infor-
mation provided by the Game to query the remote Model
Quality Assessor to update the player profile and to know
whether it should display the GameSuccess or GameOver
view (Fig. 7 5©). From these two views, the player can ask
to resume to the Dashboard (Fig. 7 6©). When this event is
triggered, the Game asks the Game Master to switch view to
the Dashboard, to initiate a new Dashboard phase.

5.3 Available games

Thanks to its modular architecture, it is easy for gamification
experts to create new games to add to PapyGame. Yet, for
the purpose of this implementation and the experiment we
conducted, we implemented two games which can be used
for any level: the Hangman, when a new part of the man
drawing is added with every wrong answer, and the On Your

Own (OYO), when the student executes the exercise with no
help.

Figure8 shows an example of the Hangman game. It
presents the associated UML diagram containing a set of
classes connected with the generalization relationship. The
goal of this level is to help players/students to associate the
right attributes and operations to the right class in the hierar-
chy. This is done using a drag-n-drop facility. An incorrect
user selection (moving an operation into a class that is not
the one that should contain it) adds a part of the hangman’s
body (lower part of Fig. 8). If the players manage to place
all operations correctly without the body of the hanged per-
son being completely displayed, they win. If the hangman’s
body is completely displayed, players lose, and the next level
stays locked. As a consequence, they will have to play the
level again.

6 Evaluation

In order to accurately evaluate PapyGame, we designed two
different evaluation procedures. In thefirst one,wedeveloped
an ad hoc user experience questionnaire, which allowed us to
gather information about the user experience, the application
procedure, comments about PapyGame strengths and weak-
nesses, and suggestions regarding the software improvement.
In the second one, we used a modified version of a preexist-
ing questionnaire in order to consolidate first results and to
get an overall evaluation of the software quality according to
the user/learner/gamer experiences.

6.1 PapyGame preliminary evaluation

6.1.1 Rationale

In developing PapyGame, we made rational design choices
that come from serious and validatedworks. Thus, to evaluate
our approach exhaustively, we preferred to firstly evaluate
our work with a user experience questionnaire. An ad hoc
created questionnaire (Table 2) was presented to users with
an initial part aimed at the collection of generic data (age,
gender and country), a part to differentiate between the two
groups (“What is the software you used / are using?”) and a
final part to give opinion aboutwhat is workingwell andwhat
needs to be changed in the software. Then, the questionnaire
evaluates several aspects related to the user experience (i.e.,
motivation, engagement, attractiveness, learning perception)
and to software usability and perceived efficacy.
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Fig. 7 User interfaces of PapyGame
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Fig. 8 PapyGame Hangman game example

Table 2 User experience
questionnaire

Dimension Item

Attractiveness I find this software enjoyable

I find this software annoying

Efficacy I think this software has slowed down my learning

I find this software efficient

Usability I find this software complicated

I think this software is easy to learn

Motivation I enjoy learning modeling

I find this program stimulating

Engagement I put enough effort into learning modeling

I didn’t try very hard to do well in the tasks

Learning perception I am able to use the skills learned in this course outside of class

I feel more self-reliant as the result of the content learned in this course

6.1.2 Participants and procedure

A total of 14 students from the university of Lille (France)
participated to the study (mean age = 21.14± 1.87 years old;
4 users were females and 10 were males).

The responses were on a five-item Likert-type scale (dis-
agree = 1; agree = 5)[48]. After twoweeks, users had to fill-in
the user experience questionnaire attached to the software.

6.1.3 Questionnaire results

Results were calculated using the statistical software RStu-
dio8 (v. 2021.09.0). Table 3 presents an overview of the
results. They suggest medium/high values to positive items,
and low values for those items related to negative compo-
nents (“I find this software annoying,” “I think this software
has slowed down my learning,” “I didn’t try very hard to do
well in the tasks”).

8 https://www.rstudio.com/.
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Table 3 Group descriptives Item Mean SD

I find this software enjoyable 3.429 1.284

I am able to use the skills learned in this course outside of class 4.143 0.663

I enjoy learning modeling 3.143 1.292

I find this software stimulating 3.357 1.008

I think this software is easy to learn 3.071 1.072

I feel more self-reliant as the result of the content learned in this course 3.429 0.646

I find this software efficient 3.929 0.997

I put enough effort into learning modeling 3.571 1.158

I find this software complicated 3.214 0.975

I find this software annoying 2.643 1.336

I didn’t try very hard to do well in the tasks 2.929 1.072

I think this software has slowed down my learning 2.071 0.997

We analyzed also the responses to the open questions “The
aspect I appreciated themost” and “The aspect that disturbed
me the most.” The most appreciated aspects of the software
were the animation of the software, the game aspects, the
usability, the gamification elements used (money and levels),
the colored belts, the graduation of the software, the efficacy.
The most disturbing elements were the lack of information,
the design components (dimension of buttons, localization,
typing, scrolling), the complexity and problems related to the
Eclipse environment.

To summarize, this first use of PapyGame suggests an
overall positive result in each domain of the user experi-
ence questionnaire, especially in the efficacy perception and
learning perception domains.

6.2 PapyGame overall evaluation

6.2.1 Rationale

The first evaluation provided encouraging results regarding
the user experience of PapyGame. In order to strengthen
the demonstration of these benefits, we performed a second
evaluation, still focusing on the user experience, but taking
into account the aspects related to the game principle. First,
obtaining the same results in terms of user experience by
using two different tests has a positive impact on the validity
of the feature under study, as mentioned in the convergent
validity theory [49]. Regarding also the “methodological tri-
angulation” [50,51], it is important to increase confidence in
having captured the concept [52]. Second, there is evidence
of differences in the evaluation of gamified software depend-
ing on learners’ gaming habits [53]. So, through this second
evaluation we aimed at increasing the validity of the scale we
adopted in the first evaluation, and investigating any existing
difference between gamers and non-gamers.

For this, we used the MEEGA3609 scale [54] which is
an evolution of MEEGA+ scale[55]. Based on a rigorous
systematic literature review [56], MEEGA+ is a model for
evaluating the quality of educational games. It aims at assess-
ing fun, perceived learning, usability and user experience
of a software. It uses a full but limited number of items
(35). Moreover, the goodness of the software can be assessed
by calculating the total score of the scale. The MEEGA360
[54] brings more reliability in the calculation of the overall
score, if compared to the MEEGA+, due to the introduc-
tion of reverse items (excluded from the calculation of the
overall score), which allows checking for biases and patterns
in users’ answers. Also, the introduction of items assessing
users’ motivation, and the elimination of confusion or unnec-
essary items, makes the MEEGA360 more suitable for our
context.

6.2.2 Participants and procedure

A sample of 16 students from the University of Trento in
Italy participated in the experiment (age between 18 and 26
years old, 2 females, 14males). In addition, participants were
divided into two groups based on their responses about their
gaming habits in order to analyze the influence of gaming
habits on the perceived quality of PapyGame. The first group
(gamers, n = 8) consisted of studentswho played video games
regularly (daily or weekly), while the second group (non-
gamers, n = 8) consisted of participants who played video
games occasionally (monthly, rarely, never).

Students first used PapyGame and then completed the
MEEGA360 scale to assess the overall quality of the gamified
software. Responses were given on a five-point Likert-type
scale (from 1 = disagree to 5 = agree).

9 https://osf.io/xjmp4.
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To evaluate the overall goodness of the gamified soft-
warePapyGame,wepresented studentswith theMEEGA360
scale.

6.2.3 MEEGA360 overall quality score

The analysis was performed in Jamovi 10 (v. 1.6.23.0). We
calculated the mean of the MEEGA360 total score of the 16
participants and compared the results with the three ranges
related to the goodness of the software (low quality θ < 42.5;
good quality 42.5 ≤ θ < 65; and excellent quality θ ≥ 65).
The result (mean = 58.49 ± 4.46) shows that PapyGame lies
in the middle range, indicating that the software achieves an
overall good quality.

In addition, we compared the total MEEGA360 scale
scores between the gamer and non-gamer groups.Wedecided
to perform a t test for independent samples. The results (t test,
t = 1.51, p >.05, d =.76) show that there is no significant dif-
ference in the perceived quality of the gamified software and
the user experience between the two groups.

Since the goal of gamified solutions is to satisfy experts
and novices users alike while addressing deeply held peda-
gogical assumptions [57], addressing the existing differences
in the user experience according to the video game expertise
[53], the data suggest that the software succeeds in the dif-
ficult goal of being perceived in a similar way according to
the users’ video game experience.

Overall, the results indicate that PapyGame achieves a
satisfactory level of quality and that the gaming habits of
the participants do not influence the perceived quality of the
software.

6.3 Analyses discussion

In the first applications, PapyGame showed an overall
positive evaluation from the users, which evaluation was
consistent for both questionnaires used, showing convergent
validity. While the tool showed adequate levels during user
experience analysis, it also presented some disturbing ele-
ments, including elements of UI, the information provided,
and the complexity and problems related to the Eclipse envi-
ronment. We expect to fix those elements soon. Moreover,
users who participated in the evaluation, all belonged to cate-
gory learning of a modeling language, presented in Sect. 3.1,
thus it is not possible to provide generalization on the utility
of PapyGame on the other categories of modeling students
(i.e., learning of modeling principles and learning of a mod-
eling tool).

In order to present a more detailed evaluation, it is nec-
essary for the future to evaluate some elements specifically,
including a detailed analysis of usability, and the level of fun,

10 https://www.jamovi.org/.

and comprehensively analyze the effectiveness of the tool by
correlating user results with external outcomes (i.e., results
to exams). Moreover, in future applications, it is necessary
to have a larger sample size available that will allow us to
perform inferential analyses optimally, calculate the effect
size, and be able to allow generalization of the data obtained.

7 Discussions

The gamification of modeling activities for learning pur-
poses, as the experience done with PapyGame, has identified
a set of phases that can be summarized as follows:

– definition of the learning paths;
– specification of the single learning exercises;
– definition of the checks/evaluation procedures and pos-
sible feedback;

– specification of themotivational elements and the respec-
tive game rules, e.g., how to assign points, bonuses,
awards, and progress with levels.

Although we tried to cover all of them with PapyGame,
there exists a number of practical issues that make gami-
fied education for modeling harder to realize, as detailed in
the remainder of this section.

In general, the definition of the learning paths does not
require any specific tool to be handled, and it could even be
drawnonpaper.However, keeping these paths implicitmakes
them hard-coded in the modeling games, which decreases
the chances of having shared gamified modeling scenarios.
As a matter of fact, available gamification approaches for
modeling adopt implicit paths, and there is no common view
about suitable paths, also taking into account the learning
objectives of the games.

The specification of the single learning exercise depends
on the kind of game. With PapyGame, teachers could set up
scenarios in which models are created from scratch or need
to be completed with specific details (notably by creating
properties, relationships, etc.). As a consequence, teachers
are required to provide at least the expected initial and final
versions of the models included in the exercises. Again, also
in this case the specification of each game/exercise could
be provided, e.g., in natural language, but this could make
the definition ambiguous and would require an inspection of
the evaluation procedures to completely understand the exer-
cises. Similarly to the narratives, there is no shared repository
of potential exercises, distinguishing, for example, the learn-
ing objectives and the corresponding initial/final models.
From our personal experiences, we would mention here typ-
ical approaches for the exercises specification of the rework
of models taken from literature and/or students’ own inputs.

Strictly related to the previous phase is the definition
of checks and evaluation procedures. In fact, in the sim-
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plest scenario, the evaluation procedure would take as inputs
the target model as provided by the teacher in the exercise
definition together with the model produced by each stu-
dent; if they match, then the exercise is successfully done.
Otherwise, the exercise is failed. Nonetheless, some impor-
tant challenges could arise when aiming at more advanced
approaches. Notably, the mentioned matching technique
would not work in those cases where students are required
to propose their own modeling scenarios, since they are not
defined in advance in the exercise. Similarly, it would be dif-
ficult to manage all those exercises in which more than one
possible solution is viable. As a side observation, modeling
languages are not necessarily executable; this in general is
a problem for both students and teachers since it becomes
more difficult to highlight certain problems (notably the cor-
rect use of UML diagrams) and provide self-guidance (trial
and error). These practical challenges entail that both the
kind of exercises and the corresponding feedback leave little
chance to automation. In the current state of practice, a con-
siderable amount of manual effort would be required for the
teachers to evaluate advanced exercises and provide adequate
feedback.

Analogously to the evaluation approach, also the game
rules could range from straightforward in the simplest sce-
narios (e.g., the expected and delivered models need to be
exactly the same) to complicated in case of advanced exer-
cises. Notably, teachers might consider an exercise as passed
if students reached a certain amount of completion, or the
model satisfies pre-defined metrics. However, defining the
different levels of completion could be very complicated,
especially when to be checked automatically.

The students’ feedback, received during the experiments
reported in Sect. 6, gives an advantage to PapyGame for the
learning of modeling from a User Experience point of view.
This advantage is independent of the fact that the students
are regular players or not and we can consider this as further
proof of the interest in gamification of software modeling.

However, there are still open issues that must be solved.
The remainder of this section describes a set of future chal-
lengeswe consider critical tomakegamifiedmodeling amore
effective educational approach.

– Adaptive and personalized feedback Feedback plays a
crucial role in students learning. The lack of feedback
is one of the determining factors of student’s dropout
[58]. The report of students’ work is considered a key
element for quality in teaching [59]. In traditional edu-
cational settings, teachers provide feedback to students
regarding their strengths and weaknesses. Unfortunately,
this feedback process is more complicated than expected.
According to [59], students have different perspectives on
feedback processes, making it difficult to provide accu-
rate feedback on performance in traditional classrooms.

According to [58], in e-learning and gamification, it is
possible to design tailored feedback that fits individual
preferences. Therefore, future research activities should
target personalized and adaptive feedback to provide ade-
quate reports on students’ work, enhancing students’
performance and engagement levels.

– Uncertain evaluation of modeling game tasks In other
gamification environments, validating that the user has
accomplished a task is rather straightforward (e.g., imag-
ine exercises to learn basic math operations). This is not
the case for PapyGame where the task will involve the
creation of modeling artefact. A pure syntactic compar-
ison between that model and a sample solution is too
restrictive as it would qualify as mistakes many models
that would be semantically equivalent to the sample solu-
tion. A more precise evaluation could rely on a number
of complementary techniques:

– The characterization of the desired solution as a set of
OCL constraints that any valid model should satisfy.
There is a clear trade-off between the number of pre-
cision of the constraints and the degree of freedom of
the models that satisfy them.

– Theuse of clustering algorithms that aim to efficiently
classify models in buckets based on a certain notion
of structural similarity [60].

– The combination of all of the above produces an
uncertain correctness measure that should then be
manually confirmed by the instructor (but that would
at least automatically filter out those under a certain
threshold).

– Repository of modeling games the design quality of the
games is a critical element of the success of any gamifica-
tion strategy. As such, we plan to start a public repository
where educators and other professionals can upload and
share the games they have used and the lessons learned
from applying them in a teaching context. A specialized
infrastructure for managing game models, e.g., inspired
by [61], may be proposed, especially if game designs
come with accompanying artifacts like sample models.

– Personalized and cooperative learning Gamification
principles have proven to be very effective in motivating
target users in keeping their engagement within every-
day challenges, including dedication to education, use of
public transportation, adoption of healthy habits, and so
forth. School closures due to the COVID-19 pandemic
and thus the sudden change in the management of the
students’ educational pathways have uncovered the need
for methods and digital systems able to support teachers
in defining educational content and objectives for their
classrooms and to keep students engaged in their train-
ing paths.
Future investigations should be devoted to approaches,
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techniques, and tools to design and release cooperative
learning paths. According to [62], the perception to be in
a community plays a key role in the educational setting.
The use of cooperative learning can be useful to bring
out this sense of community, making gamification more
effective despite individual differences, and including
marginalized students. Our intention is to insert exer-
cises carried out in groups and later competitions between
classes.
These approaches are expected to leverage AI tech-
niques for adaptive gamification to support teachers in
the process of defining andmonitoring dedicated learning
paths for their students. By generating dedicated learn-
ing paths and personalized feedback, these solutions are
expected to facilitate learning, to encourage motivation
and engagement, to improve students’ participation and
cooperation, and to stimulate students to expand their
knowledge.

– Intelligent game adaptation PapyGame allows the defini-
tion of games as sequences of mini-games. Our intention
is to extend it with a more flexible scenario where this
predefined sequence can be altered at runtime based on
the monitoring of the personalized student learning pro-
cess.
This is especially useful in a multi-player scenario where
we will have available monitoring data to make smarter
decisions and reconduct (or at least suggest changes) the
gamification based on the players’ behavior and results.

– Desktop vs web-based client using a “ heavy client” is
not ideal in the case of academic learning. The instal-
lation of the software, of our PapyGame plugin, of the
hardware and software compatibility (JVM) complicates
the implementation of the gamification experiencewithin
the university courses (change of rooms, change of the
place of the users of machines). We think that a web-
based version of PapyGame could be more effective and
solve many of the problems we encountered during the
setup of our experiments with students.

8 Conclusion

Softwaremodels are high value-added elements in a software
project. The learning curve concerning modeling is unfor-
tunately quite high and partly prevents a wide adoption of
modeling in IT projects. An underlying reason for this prob-
lem lies in the fact that this learning process is threefold,
since it concerns the very principle of modeling (abstrac-
tion, modularity, etc.), the notation, and the model editor. In
this paper, we presented our work on gamifying this process
to simplify it. Our primary objective was to experience and
experiment this gamification with a real modeling environ-
ment and with real learners in order to evaluate the interest

of such an approach. We chose Papyrus, the open-source
reference environment for UML modeling in Eclipse. After
explaining our choices regarding the target audience, the
modeling dimensions to consider, and the gamification ele-
ments, we also defined an abstract architecture that could be
used as a basis for implementation in othermodeling environ-
ments. The feedback from the students fromaUXperspective
is very encouraging and shows the elements that made the
difference. These results also show room for improvement
(games, a more constrained environment, and a better man-
agement of technical issues) and point to ways to improve
the overall approach to gamification software modeling.
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